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but there was a kind of malicious tenacity on the part of
officials who perhaps disliked his work as much as his race.
They said that as he had adopted British citizenship he must
fight for it, protect it, serve it, do his duty in fact as an English-
man. They denied him the privilege that was Orpen's and
Augustus John's, of masquerading in uniforms the while
they made portraits of generals behind the lines.
It was not until after the armistice that I was able to realize
my project, and as I was too shy to ask him to let me work
with him I contrived the matter in another way. Someone
asked me to choose my own Christmas present: I asked
for my portrait by Epstein.
Ill
During two or three weeks, for several hours a day, I watched
him and I learnt.
Those days are unforgettable. Epstein at work was a being
transformed. Not only his method was interesting and valu-
able to watch, but the man himself, his movement, his stooping
and bending, his leaping back, poised, and then rushing for-
ward, his trick of passing clay from one hand to the other
over the top of his head while he scrutinized his work from all
angles, was the equivalent of a dance. It might easily have
been converted into a ballet by Diaghilieff and called the
dance of the sculptor.
He wore a butcher-blue tunic and his black curly hair stood
on end; he was beautiful when he worked. Then I learnt
the thing which has counted supremely for me ever since
(other sculptors may scoff)—he did not model with his fingers,
he built up his planes slowly by means of small pieces of clay
applied with a fiat, pliant wooden tool. He told me that he
could not understand how other sculptors could work with
their fingers, which with him merely left shiny finger prints
on the surfaces. This was identically what I had always
suffered from, the shiny smooth result of my finger touch.
It had exasperated and perplexed me. No one had ever
seemed to complain of it, but at last here was someone who did.

